
New features in MTpro x64 Release 5.0.4.0

- New version of the CAD interface drivers
- New and modified spare parts
- New Layout Designer version
- Selection of components from the order list in the layout
- MGE Function-integrated profiles implemented in Layout Designer 
- MGE slot-side profile docking expanded
- MPS lift modules and accessories integrated to Layout Designer
- MPS ActiveAssist components have been removed
- New media directory included

Bug fixes in MTpro x64 Release 5.0.4.0

- Booster calculation tool: Full range of booster workpiece carriers is
  available for the calculation tool now


New features in MTpro x64 Release 5.0.3.1

- none 

Bug fixes in MTpro x64 Release 5.0.3.1

- Price errors removed

New features in MTpro x64 Release 5.0.3.0

- New CAD kernel version
- New version of the CAD interface drivers
- New and modified spare parts
- New Layout Designer version
- Lower memory requirements for the CAD export of internal assemblies
- Smaller file sizes for CAD export from internal assembly
- Subsequent entries for print templates
- TS 2plus rotate unit DE 2 new article incl. CAD model
- TS 2plus stop gate VE 2 / D-80 including position query
- TS 1 belt section BS 1/S new article incl. CAD model


Bug fixes in MTpro x64 Release 5.0.3.0

- Bug fixes and improvements for hinges
- Bug fix for mounting position of KE 1 curves
- Bug fix for docking of Q&E profile with end finishes
- Bug fix in the calculation of chain lubrication tool LU 2/P
- Bug fix in the CAD export for round tube profiles


New features in MTpro x64 Release 5.0.2.2

- Price update 2021

New features in MTpro x64 Release 5.0.2.1

- Profile sticks added

Bug fixes in MTpro x64 Release 5.0.2.1

- Price errors removed
- Correction of the number of cables for linear section LS 2
- Fixed export errors in SAP order lists

New features in MTpro x64 Release 5.0.2.0

- Extension for TS 2 with TS 2/LS components (linear system)
- Function-integrated profiles (articles incl. CAD models)
- TS 1, TS 2plus and TS 5 new articles including CAD models 
   of electrically damped separating stops
- TS 5 turning unit DE 5 new article incl. CAD model
- Calculation tool for calculating the WT positioning times in 
   the TS 2/LS ecosystem
- Calculation tool to support the design of central lubrication 
   units type LU 2 in the TS 2 ecosystem

Bug fixes in MTpro x64 Release 5.0.2.0

Minor error corrections

Bug fixes in MTpro x64 Release 5.0.1.2

Error when storing the parts list
Error in chain calculation 
Error in VFP CAD export

New features in MTpro x64 Release 5.0.1.1

Spare parts

Spare parts prices for 2020
Different categories for spare parts and consumables
New document templates for spare parts lists
New version of the CAD insertion driver


Bug fixes in MTpro x64 Release 5.0.1.1

Q&E profiles are usable again
Standard color for CAD models fixed
Error in VFP chain calculation fixed


New features in MTpro x64 Release 5.0.1.0

General:
New prices for 2020

New / revised CAD models

TS2plus:
Lift

MGE:
Profile length expanded from 6000 to 6070mm (without profile end finish)
MGE color concept grey, new articles
Lifting modules, control units and hand switches
Groove connector for the connection of profiles without end finish 

ActiveMover:
Removal tool (Layout Designer)

MPS:
Vario grab container in ESD version
Cable bracket 

Ident:
Identification system ID 40 removed

VF:
passive rollen bridge
STS-sliding curve horizontal
AL-curves vertical, new angles
Transmission drives, extension for the widths 160-320mm
New holder for the STS- drive leg set
AL-profile connector for the realization of tilt differences up to 5 degrees

New / revised catalogues

Transfer system TS 4 plus removed
Chain conveyor system VarioFlow removed
Chain conveyor system VarioFlow S removed
Transfer system TS 5 added
Chain conveyor system VarioFlow plus added

New / revised safety instructions

Transfer system TS 4 plus removed
Chain conveyor system VarioFlow removed
Chain conveyor system VarioFlow S removed
Transfer system TS 5 added
Chain conveyor system VarioFlow plus added

Bug fixes in MTpro x64 Release 5.0.1.0

TS5:
Docking of leg sets and section components fixed (Layout Designer)

TS2plus:
Motor alignment for lift rotation units fixed (CAD-Modelle)


New features in MTpro Release 4.1.0.1
New / revised catalogs

- MPS 7.0 in Chinese

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 4.1.0.1
- Price error of spare parts
- Price error of TS5 sections
- Positioning of frozen Layout Designer components

New features in MTpro Release 4.1.0.0
New / revised CAD models

MGE:
- Hinges
- Cable duct with cap 40x20
- New door lock program with accessories
- EcoSafe door kits and related components
- Angle profile 19"

MPS:
- Tool holder TAPE
- Supplement to ESD grab container 1710 with accessories
- Electrical case lifter with h=1300mm
- Swivel bearing with variable length
- Funnel for Vario grab container
- Spring pull models updated
- Arm rest ESD, new part numbers

TS2plus:
- Switch bracket SH 2/EP
- Damper DA 2/60

TS5:
- Positioning unit PE 5/L and PE 5/L-T
- Drive kit AB 5
- Diverter DI 5/XH-3W and DI 5/H-3W
- Stop gate VE 5/D-301 and VE 5/OCD-301
- Drive unit AS 5, new model
- WT 5 new part number, separation of the body and mounting kits

VFplus:
- New holder for lateral guide of work piece carrier
- Modified article connection set for Active Bridge, new part numbers (65, 90, 120, 160)

general:
- Motor mounting middle left uniform on all CAD models

New / revised Layout Designer components

TS2plus:
- WT2: Docking and determination of plate width revised
- WT 2/H: Docking and determination of plate width revised
- PE 2/X:  Extension of freely configurable length- / width combinations for standard
- HQ 2/C-H: Docking revised

TS5:
- WT 5 new part numbers, separation of the body and mounting kits

MGE:
- EcoSafe door kits and related components

MPS:
- Electrical case lifter with h=1300mm
- Configuration logic of work places updated

New / revised catalogs

- MGE 13.2
- MPS 7.0
- TS2plus 7.0
- TS5 4.0
- VFplus 2.0

New / revised assembly instructions

- Door lock
- Box lock
- Mortise lock
- Stopper LEAN / XLEAN
- Slide stop VA 2/D-130
- Damper DA 2/60
- Drive units AS 5/...
- Positioning units PE 5/L, PE 5/L-T
- Lateral guide curve wheel VFplus
- Barrier VarioFlow Plus Flow Control
- Vario grab container
- Connection set BS 2/…
- Connection set BS 2
- Damped stop gate VE 2/D-60

General innovations

- MGE: EcoSafe protective devices
- MGE: Hinges
- New version of the CAD interface drivers
- New and modified spare parts
- New Layout Designer version
- Performance improvements when exploding Layout Designer assemblies
- Freely positionable Layout Designer product and property windows
- Additional information during manipulation of Layout Designer components
- Options to freeze components when multiple copying
- Shortcuts (Shift-F1, -F2, -F3) for rotation of components in 90° steps


Bug fixes in MTpro Release 4.1.0.0
- Fix of focus error in Layout Designer
- Missing characters in Layout Designer
- Bugfix when stretching of profiles


New features in MTpro Release 4.0.0.3
- Price update 2018

New features in MTpro Release 4.0.0.2
- New CAD kernel
- Performance improvements in Layout Designer
- Separate property tab in Layout Designer
- Button for Layout Designer view added
- Separate dialog for the measurement of distances in Layout Designer
- Exporting of the layout as single files in the current exchange format
- Rotate exported CAD models around x-axis
- Modify and replace CAD models in Layout Designer
- Move and rotate profiles with T-connection
- Distance dependent handles
- Automatic Layout Designer view

Examples can be found under the menu item Tools / Videos in MTpro!


Bug fixes in MTpro Release 4.0.0.2
- Bug in CAD interface fixed
- Bug when exporting CAD model fixed
- Bug in summary of finished profiles fixed
- Missing spare parts with selectable parameters added
- Problems with focus of Layout Designer property view fixed
- Display of machining of surface elements corrected 
- Show categories of CAD models in property view

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 4.0.0.1
- Bug in CAD interface fixed
- Bug in CAD export fixed

New features in MTpro Release 4.0.0.0

- MGE: Profile cross-sections 40x80L 2N, 40x80L 2NVS, 80x80L 4N, 45x90L 2NVS
- MGE: New profile caps
- MPS: Lamps for height adjustable and normal workplace 
- MPS: HD-mains cable
- TS5: Positioning unit PE 5/OC and -/OCT
- TS5: WT 5 product structure
- VFP: VF 65, 90 and VF-S removed completely from Layout Designer
- VFP: VFP ESD as a stand-alone system in the Layout Designer
- VFP: Legset macro for VFP ESD added in Layout Designer 
- VFP: Stainless steel sliding rails, Clean profile, WT return stop
- VFP: Roller driver (only CAD)
- VFP: Chain calculation extended by new components

- New user interface
- Summary of sawn / finished profiles to sticks and pack units
- Search for replaced article numbers 
- Integration of Layout Designer property window into MTpro pane
- License on USB stick enabled
- Update of other software components
- TS5: VE 5/D all proximity switch deselectable
- TS5: Preferred sizes adjusted

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 4.0.0.0
- WT2 plate thickness
- Length of TS2plus section when changing to custom WT length
- Positioning of frozen components including a link element
- Length of cover profile
- Docking of SL 15 LED
- CAD export of floor dowels for TS2 legsets
- Docking PE 2/H with sections
- Transfer of voltage during the CAD export of TS2 components
- Transfer of parameter AO for HQ 2/U-H during the CAD export
- Parts kit for angle profile
- CAD export legsets for curves KU2 and KE2
- Connection kit after docking of two EQ 2/TE 
- Japanese translations

New features in MTpro Release 3.9.1.1
- Price update 2017

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.9.1.0
- Bug fixes during license verification
  Layout Designer
- Bug fixes when stretching components with variable length
- Bug fixes for docking of profiles
- WI 2 rocker are docking with components for 50 mm wide section profiles
- Liftgate legset connections are variable adjustable
- WT 2 order information for WT's over 640mm and for ID 200 corrected
- VFplus Mounting during holder generation for vertical curves corrected
- Bug fix for exported profiles
  CAD-Models
- Protective case of EQ 2/TR complete again
- Rocker extension for selection of 1200mm WT-width realized
- Correction of slot contour for strut profiles 45x45L with closed slots

New features in MTpro Release 3.9.1.0
  Layout Designer
- MGE: Improvements for the docking of profiles
- MGE: Creation of surface elements
- MGE: Components for support of surface elements
- MGE: Cover profiles, Sliding door profiles
- TS1, TS2 plus, TS5: Switch to new transport legsets
New order parameter “Transportation height” for legsets implemented
- TS2 plus: Implementation of components belonging to WT 2/..H
- MPS: new tool shelf with side panel
  CAD-Models
- MGE: Model for surface elements
- MGE: Models for support of surface elements
- MGE: Cover profiles, Sliding door profiles
- TS1, TS2 plus, TS5: Switch to new transport legsets
New order parameter “Transportation height” for legsets implemented
- TS2 plus: Implementation of components belonging to WT 2/..H
- MPS: new tool shelf 
- MPS: new side panel for tool shelf

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.9.0.1
- Bug fixes in price calculation for KU 2, CU 2, KE 2, BS 2/K

New features in MTpro Release 3.9.0.0
- New and modified spare parts
- Display of service contacts
- New and modified CAD models
- Preview of fonts
- Sentinel HASP copy protection removed
- Calculation dialog for heavy load connectors
- Integration of the country-specific eShop portal
Layout Designer
- Improved display of position numbers

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.9.0.0
- Bug fixes in price calculation
- Display error for font sizes > 100% removed
- Bug fix for the display of preview images
- Formatting error in result dialog removed
- Bug fix for saving the column settings
- Bug fix for the naming of 2D AutoCAD blocks
- Bug fix for the activation of a new serial number

New features in MTpro Release 3.8.3.1
- Improvements for Inventor interface
- New and modified CAD models
- Tooth belt calculation for additional spare parts
- Selectable unique part designation
-TS2plus: New catalog
- VFS has been removed from MTpro

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.8.3.1
- Bug fixes in product search
- Update of the weight after parts list modifications
- Tooth belt calculation corrected
- Bug fix for initial licenses
  Layout Designer
- Stretching of profiles and work plates
- Freezing of components
- Connecting joints with profiles
- Scale of dimensional drawings
- Display of link elements
- TS2plus: display of track width 160
- Docking BS2/K with KE2/O
- Positioning of components during CAD export
- Avoiding of dimension values equal 0
- Profile length with decimal places
- Sporadic errors in price calculation

New features in MTpro Release 3.8.3.0
- New version of layout designer
- Quicker loading of layout designer
- Simplified CAD export in the layout designer
- Creation of spare parts documentation with print templates
- Spare parts dialog for determining the order parameters
- Integration of the spare parts in the eShop shopping cart
- Calculation of the required order quantity of products with fixed lengths
- Price update 2016
- Basic Mechanic Elements: New covering caps and angle
- Basic Mechanic Elements: New simplified profile section
- Basic Mechanic Elements: Aluminum cable duct
- TS 5: Stop gates VE5/D-1000 and VE5/OCD-1000
- Model changes in TS1 and TS2plus
- VFS removed from MTpro due to discontinuation of product

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.8.3.0
- Bug fixes during license verification
- Bug fixes during price updates
- Dimensioning dialog in layout designer corrected

New features in MTpro Release 3.8.2.0
- TS 1: BS 1/.. and SZ 1 in variable widths
- TS 2plus: Stroke rotating unit HD 2/H, leg set for HD 2/H
- TS 2plus: Installation set Life Gate LG 2, workpiece pallets and carrying plates WT 2/H 
- TS5: Nitride case hardened rollers
- VFP: Basic guide rail, frequency converters and accessories,
- Manual Production Systems: Network strip, ground fault circuit interrupter, LED lights, controller, XLEAN/LEAN stopper
- Basic Mechanic Elements: Gray plastic parts
- Expanded for Pro Engineer Creo interface
- CAD transfer directory input in multifunctional bar
- Naming optimized for exchange files
- Shadow activation in multifunctional bar
- External display of HTML documents
- Direct printing for other document types
- Faster updating of order list entries
- Copying the order number from the product data list and component list
- New version of the CAD insertion driver
- Positioning of the properties window in the layout designer
- Fixed user coordination system in the layout designer
- New dimension options in the layout designer
- Adjustable print quality for dimensioned drawings in the layout designer
- New version of the layout designer framework
- New MPS catalog version 6.0

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.8.2.0
- Correction of the column management when using spare parts
- Changing the packing unit for user entries to the order list
- Decimal places in the currency factor
- Various adjustments and revisions

New features in MTpro Release 3.8.1.0
- MGE: buckling force calculation with adjustable safety factor
- MGE brackets: Assembling and rotation improved
- MGE brackets: mounting kits for bracket 30x30 and 60x60 added
- MGE wheels: bearing ring for wheels added
- MPS material shelf: version selectable
- VFP in spare parts catalog added
- New license management implemented
- Links to safety instructions
- Links to MTpro training courses
- Updated spare parts prices
- Display of menu bar in full view
- Display of multiple PDF documents at the same time
- New catalogs and assembly instructions
- New and modified CAD models

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.8.1.0
- MGE feet, spindles and wheels: docking on profile front side corrected
- MGE quick connector: bug fix for profiles with quick connectors
- MGE caps: correction of parts list information
- MPS conveyor tracks: bug fix of crash during selection
- MPS strut profile D28x55: correction of parts list information
- MPS material shelf: correction of parts list information
- MPS theraded sleeve ZN: docking fixed
- TS1, TS2, TS5: passing parameters during docking
- TS2 sections ST2/R-H and ST2/C-H: price calculation fixed
- TS2 connection sets: quantity fixed
- VFP adjustment unit: CAD export corrected
- VFP profile rail: CAD export corrected
- VFP section elements: passing parameters during docking
- VFP connectors: correction for WP with lateral guide
- VFP head drive: correction of parts list information
- Storing of STEP files with UNC path enabled
- Creation of position numbers for TDAs adjusted

New features in MTpro Release 3.8.0.0
- Ribbonbar implemented
- Online display of catalogs and assembly instructions
- New assembly instructions
- New and modified CAD models
- New language versions of the VFP catalog
- eShop opened for all countries
Layout Designer
- Display of shadows, light sources and floor textures now possible
- MPS-lamps extended for use as switchable light source
- Optional display of dock points
MIT
- New proximity switches 
MPS
- New EcoShape components 
MGE
- EcoSlide
- VPA-wheels

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.8.0.0
- Price calculation for MPS conveyor tracks fixed
- Preview mode under Windows XP fixed
- Weight of profiles corrected
- Parameters of bending line calculation for profiles updated
- Missing parameters of motors added in spare parts list 
- 3D models displayable with Teamcenter

New features in MTpro Release 3.7.1.0

- IE3 motors added in spareparts catalog
- preview image for Layout Designer files in Windows Explorer
- preview image of products in print outs of order lists implemented
- address database with contact addresses updated
- calculation of maximum admissible chain force VF modified
- various CAD models updated
- new english VFP catalog

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.7.1.0
- bug fixed concerning the display of prices of customer products 
- bug fixed when generating the legset of a VFP curve wheel drive
- bug fixed when generating the VFS legsets
- bug fixed when generating VFP guide profiles in combination with horizontal curves
- bug fixed when creating RTF format of order lists
- bug fixed when setting discounts 
- modified price is no longer reset when parameters are changed
- bug fixed when VF sections are closed
- bug fixed when starting chain calculation
- price calculation error fixed

New features in MTpro Release 3.7.0.0

  New chain conveyor system VarioFlow plus:
- Product catalog (de/en) and assembly instructions
- Configurable CAD models
- Layout Designer
- Chain calculation
- Modified curves with individual curve angles and diameters
  Transfer system TS 2plus:
- Product catalog update to version 5.0
- New products HQ 2/U-H, DA 2/100-E, DA 2/150-E in CAD library and Layout Designer

  New Layout Designer functions:
- Freezing and Unfreezing to achieve better performance and stability
- Toolbars for functions which so far were only accessible on the context menu
- VarioFlow: functions to align and close open conveyor sections
  General:
- Update of the CAD library
- Automatic proposal of a file name when saving CAD files
- Option to view PDF documents in an external reader
- Buttons to directly switch between product, user and spare parts catalog
- Bug fixing in all program parts


New features in MTpro Release 3.6.1.0
  TS: 
- Energy efficient motors 
  MPS: 
- New case lifter
- new EcoShape components
  BME: 
- Revision of cubic joints in Layout Designer
- Revision of corner brackets in Layout Designer

- Extension of Layout Designer library with
  Training systems/swivel-arm robot
- General model corrections and updates


- Performance improvements of non-orthogonal
  docked profiles
- Improvements to docking of selected profiles
- Improvements to switching the profile direction
- Improvements to automatic extension of profiles
- Links to catalogs, assembly instructions and
  spare parts in Layout Designer
- Anti-aliasing for Layout Designer window

- Filter for matching spare parts (motor/gear)
- Export of order list for SAP (Rexroth internal)
- Export of order list for eShop Upload
- New address database implemented
- User defined iProperties and MTpro now possible


Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.6.1.0
- Display of catalogs and assembly instructions
  inside parts list
- Multiple errors in profile docking fixed
- Updating of discount in Layout Designer 
  order lists


New features in MTpro Release 3.6.0.2
- new list prices for 2014
- new pricing password  for catalog products: 
  please request password from your responsible sales
  partner
- new password for spare parts: 
  please send your request to michael.hieber@boschrexroth.de 
- discount group for spare parts

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.6.0.1
- General corrections and bug fixes

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.6.0.0
- General corrections and bug fixes

New features in MTpro Release 3.6.0.0
- Update of BME product catalog
- Update of assembly instructions
  Layout Designer:
- Stop gates VE 1/D, VE 2/H-DA06, MPS grab ledges 
  and accessories
- Extended options for dimension lines
- User defined assemblies
- Automatic generation of position numbers
- Hierarchical position numbers for assemblies
- Configuration and export of layouts and 2D-views in 
  drawing templates
- improved performance

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.5.0.0
- Crash when summing-up prices has been fixed
- General corrections and bug fixes

New features in MTpro Release 3.5.0.0
- Integration of spare parts application MTparts
- Buckling force calculation for profiles
- Capacity calculation for containers
- Update of assembly instructions and catalogs
- Update of the CAD-interface for Inventor
- Updated version of the 3D-CAD-kernel
- Measuring in 2D-CAD-views is now possible
  New CAD-models:
- TS 2pv: Lift transverse unit LTS 
- BME: Rocker arm

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.4.2.0
  Layout Designer:
- General corrections and bug fixes

New features in MTpro Release 3.4.2.0
- TS1 transport function units 
- MPS Grap Container and Tool Holder
- Trainingsystems Hydraulic
- Measure lines can be locked
- View settings for Layout Designer added

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.4.0.1
- error in IronCAD interface fixed
- error in ProE  interface fixed
- error in SolidWorks  interface fixed
- error in VF chain calculation fixed
- price calculation error AS 1, BS 1/.. fixed

New features in MTpro Release 3.4.0.1
- structured parts list supported in Inventor interface
- structured parts list supported in SolidWorks interface

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.4.0.0
- Assembly modules added to chain calculation 
- General corrections and bug fixes

New features in MTpro Release 3.4.0.0
- Expert mode in the CAD parameter selection
- Integration of ManModel for ergonomic review
- Addition of  the 2013 AutoCAD interface
- Addition of  the ProE 64 bit interface
- Update of the CAD kernel
- Improvements in the dialog for custom products
- Preview when opening layout files implemented
  CAD-models:
- MGE: Parallel connector N8, N10
- MGE: Sliding block and sliding block profile N6, steel
- MGE: new hinge program
- MGE: new joints
- MGE: all hinges and joints with adjustable angles
- MPS: Swivel work chairs and accessories
- MPS: EcoFlow Abschlussplatte und Schienenhalter
- MIT: EQ 1/T, EQ 1/TE, EQ 1/TR
- MIT: ID 200/MDT6
  Layout Designer: 
- MPS: Swivel work chairs, TS1, ManModel
- TS2plus: HQ2 and EQ2 can be used optionally in cross section


Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.3.0.3
- error in VF chain calculation fixed

New features in MTpro Release 3.3.0.2
- TS2: completion in LayoutDesigner
- VF: Center drive and Transmission drive
- MGE: Parallel connector 

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.3.0.2
- error in VF chain calculation fixed
- missing japanese text implemented

New features in MTpro Release 3.3.0.1
- TS2: HD2 lift turn unit inserted
- TS2: installation of positioning components optimized
- TS2: generation of assemblies optimized
- TS2: SZ 2/T - property "section distance" added
Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.3.0.1
- error in server setup for chain calculation fixed
- regeneration of layouts before chain calculation implemented
- error calling LayoutDesigner parts fixed
- missing display of components for the USA corrected
- discounts for customer products are now selectable
- errors in height-adjustable workstation fixed
- TS2: error during calculation of connection kits removed 
- TS5: error in parts list calculation of OC-drives removed
- error in low degree of detail for PE2 fixed
New features in MTpro Release 3.3.0.0
- Online drawing generator for profiles
- height-adjustable workstation and accessories
  available in Layout Designer
- Transfer function units added to Layout Designer
- Integration of the chain calculation program BKBsoft
- Administration of user defined parts
- Update of assembly instructions and the CAD model library
Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.3.0.0
- bug during export into Inventor fixed
- timeout problem during export into SolidWorks fixed

New features in MTpro Release 3.2.2.0
- new list prices  for 10.2011
- new catalog sheets
- new or modified CAD-models for MPS, MGE, VF
-  Update of Quick&Easy configurator

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.2.2.0
- bug during export into AutoCAD 2D fixed

New features in MTpro Release 3.2.1.0
- integration of big previews for products
- optimizations in the user interface
- switched to new LayoutDesigner version
- permanent filtering of order information implemented
- input field of price password always visible
- CAD exchange formats updated
- currency included as separate column into Excel template
- button for CAD export added to LayoutDesigner toolbar
- TS5 OpenCenter in LayoutDesigner
- TS5 transverse conveyor in LayoutDesigner
- MPS Lean flow rack system in LayoutDesigner
Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.2.1.0
- error when using network drives fixed 
- filtering of umlauts enabled
- additional entry of M-articles during quantity calculation removed
- miscellaneous bugs in LayoutDesigner fixed
New features in MTpro Release 3.2.0.0
- chinese language is now available
- Excel-interface for order lists integrated
- Internal CAD assembly generation optimized 
- TS2plus transport control in LayoutDesigner
Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.2.0.0
- bugs in template editor fixed 
- wrong display of scaled prices fixed

New features in MTpro Release 3.1.0.1
- new list prices  for 2011
Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.1.0.1
- bugs in template editor fixed 
- bugs in AutoCAD interface fixed 
- bugs in LayoutDesigner fixed
New features in MTpro Release 3.1.0.0
- TS2 components integrated into LayoutDesigner 
- document related toolbars and menus 
- new template and text editor 
- print preview for order lists, 
  document templates as well as 3D/2D-windows
- printing of order lists
- printing of document templates 
- different user interface themes for selection
- search in order lists
- search over multiple columns in product data base
- display of videos
- drag&drop from 3D/2D window into document template

Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.1.0.0
- fixes related to activation dialog
- fixed crashes in Layout Designer

New features in MTpro Release 3.0.1.0
- Send current document to eMail address
- Use of user defined templates for printing of
  order lists
Bug fixes in MTpro Release 3.0.1.0
- Display of activation dialog with valid license 
  suppressed
- Printout of order lists enabled
- Error when changing the language fixed
- Error concerning Shift key fixed
New features in MTpro Release 2.0.6.0
- EcoShape integrated into LayoutDesigner
- new catalog pages EcoShape
- new cad models for EcoShape, XLean, TSsolar, ID200
- general product maintenance
Bug fixes in MTpro Release 2.0.6.0
New features in MTpro Release 2.0.5.0
- TS5 LayoutDesigner integrated
- new, performant version of the 3D-CAD-kernel
- new catalog pages TS5, ID
- new assembly instructions
- general product maintenance
Bug fixes in MTpro Release 2.0.5.0
- bug in the price calculation of several MPS-models
- error when saving replaced CAD models in Inventor
- error adding up of parts list informations in 
  LayoutDesigner order lists
Bug fixes in MTpro Release 2.0.1.1
- Bug fixed that occurred during the automatic saving of layouts 
- Bug fixed that occurred when retrieving the AutoCAD parts list 
New features in MTpro Release 2.0.1.0
- TS5 models integrated
- updated 3D-models
- Saving/restoring of LayoutDesigner screen layout
- Rounding up to next pack unit changed
- <workspace> folder now possible for UNC paths
- Enhancements for Activation Dialog
- Version number for LayoutDesigner implemented
Bug fixes in MTpro Release 2.0.1.0
- Crash when hovering parameter column
- Generation of 2D CAD drawings from 3D-models in AutoCAD
- Generation of parts list from AutoCAD drawings
- Key shortcuts for view and zoom commands in LayoutDesigner
- Problems during automatic saving of documents
- Some minor problems inside of LayoutDesigner
Release 2.0.0.0
New features in MTpro Release 1.5.1.0
- new or updated assembly instructions
- 12 new or updated 3D-models
- updated product database
Bug fixes in MTpro Release 1.5.0.0
- error in address dialog when searching address via zip code has been fixed
- snap mode is restored in AutoCAD after exchanging CAD-model
- insertion of CAD models into SolidWorks has been fixed
New features in MTpro Release 1.5.0.0
- Integration of a program for calculation of profile bending lines
- Resetting of the user interface to standard values
- Addresses for distributors, country units and service in separated lists
- Automatic saving and eventually restoring of the order list
- Link to the configuration of an article inside the order list
- Separate fields for article number and order parameters in Inventor parts list
- New Short cuts Ctrl+A, Ctrl+H and Ctrl+D for order list view
- New Short cuts Ctrl+A, Ctrl+B, Ctrl+C, Ctrl+S, and Ctrl+M for product data list
- New Short cuts Ctrl+A, Ctrl+B, Ctrl+C for parts list
- Double click on tab of the document view switches to full screen
- Updated CAD drivers
- Over 50 new or updated 3D models
- New or updated catalog pages for MGE, MPS, VF, VFS, TS2 and ID
- New or updated assembly instructions
Bug fixes in MTpro Release 1.5.0.0
- Column dragging can now be used for undocked windows as well
New features in MTpro Release 1.0.2.0
- Hotline phone number is shown in the "About" dialog
- Over 70 new or updated 3D models
- New or updated catalog pages
- New or updated assembly instructions
Bug fixes in MTpro Release 1.0.2.0
- Having the automatic grouping active, program stops when clicking on
New features in MTpro Release 1.0.1.0
- Options: additional folder for CAD exchange files
- Options: additional folder for common user data
- Loading of Mtpro.pda, Mtpro.adr and Netprice.lst
  in common user folder path if present
- Printing of 2D- and 3D-view
- Automatically search for updates
- Deactivating the filter when changing the view
- Version number is shown in About dialog
- Optional "update prices" when opening a FMSsoft parts list
- Caching of wrong currencies in the order list
- Storing of the columns of the order list via context menu
- Admission of single quantities for all products in the order list
- Product prices of order numbers not found in database
  are marked in yellow
- FMSsoft parts lists can now be transfered from AutoCAD
  in an empty MTpro order list
- Display the designation of discount groups
- accept position numbers from FMSsoft parts lists
- Calculate the orderable packing unit by menu command
- Menu command for the activation of 3D-models from product data list
- Menu command for the selection of parts list entries
  from product data list and parts list
- Separate columns for catalog and assembly instruction pages
- Loading of addresses from user address file
- Loading of discounts from user discount file
- Mapping of discounts to customers
- Preselection of the level of detail
- Over 320 new or updated 3D-models
- New or updated catalog pages
- New or update assembly instructions
Bug fixes in MTpro Release 1.0.1.0
- Negative discounts not possible any longer
- Correction of the packing unit in parts list window
  for transfer to order list
- Wrong display of list price in parts list window fixed
- Redrawing of the filter dialog after entering return
- Multiple entries in history and search list removed
- Floating point stack exception catched
- Currency factor set to read only


